Instillation-TIME (iTIME) as a rationale amendment for TIME conception. Is there enough evidence for the efficiency of negative pressure wound therapy with instillation (iNPWT) to announce a breakthrough idea for wound treatment?
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EDITORIAL

Abstract—An increased number of patients developing difficult-to-heal wounds results in billions spending for chronic wound care management. Introduction of TIME conception has been a breakthrough idea for wound healing based on phase-adapted wound therapy that interacts and influence each other and included: T — tissue management, I — infection control, M — moisture balance, E — edge of the wound. Negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) revolutionized the management of wound healing. Moreover, recently NPWT with installation (iNPWT) has gained the popularity of optimizing wound healing.

In the context of acceleration of wound healing, iNPWT meets the criteria of the TIME conception. All individual components of TIME strategy are found in iNPWT providing “all in one” conception. Such management is easy to apply, monitor and it is well-tolerated by patients. Based on the current studies, iNPWT is found to be an important alternative for other methods of wound healing. It is believed that iNPWT will evolve and gain popularity as an innovative treatment for TIME conception.
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Although, the general principles of appropriate management of wound bed preparation had been known even earlier, it was in 2000 when Falanga et al. published the report of the phase-adapted wound healing using the acronym TIME. This conception is composed of four individual elements that interact and influence each other:

1) tissue management,
2) infection control,
3) moisture balance and
4) wound edge.

The key TIME philosophy seems to promote significantly improved wound healing. Another breakthrough strategy that increased the rate of wound healing is NPWT. Since its introduction, NPWT has been considered a reasonably successful method for modern management of wound healing. In 1998, Fleischmann et al. combined the standard NPWT with a localized application of drugs. In 2003, the first commercialized system of iNPWT was introduced to general practice. It combines the benefits of standard NPWT with incorporated, controlled and periodic installation of topical solution to the bed wound.

In the context of acceleration of wound healing, iNPWT meets the criteria of the TIME conception. It was proven that iNPWT facilitates the removal of wound exudate, cellular debris and inflammatory molecules that may impair the process of appropriate wound healing (representing Tissue management). The use of topical solutions facilitates the wound decontamination resulting in bacterial biofilm reduction (representing Infection control). Composition of dressings with specially designed reticulated open-cell foam (ROCF) allows for appropriate adherence and distribution of instilled fluid within the wound. Moreover, application of instilled fluid keeps the moisture balance within the wound bed (representing Moisture balance). Negative pressure influences the re-epithelialization from the wound edges due to wound bed granulation, and remodeling of fibroblasts, extracellular matrix, as well as increased growth factor production. Using iNPWT, acceleration of wound filling and collagen deposition was observed within the wound bed, in both — experimental models as well as in clinical scenarios.

All above-mentioned mechanisms of action studied in in vitro and experimental studies were confirmed in clinical scenarios and in various types of wounds. Recently, a preliminary international consensus guideline was published to summarize the current state of the art regarding iNPWT. Moreover, further comprehensive reviews were published to...
define the use, settings and instilled solutions for optimal utility of iNPWT indicating the increased value of iNPWT in the field of wound healing. Currently, iNPWT is used as a method of choice in open fracture, pressure ulcer and non-healing, complex postoperative wounds with a high rate of wound closure. In the recent multi-center prospective observational study, iNPWT was used for implant-associated infection following a knee or hip implant placement confirmed with the eradication of the wound infection in 75% of patients. Similar results were achieved by others indicating the low rate of reinfection and high rate of wound closure using a skin graft, flaps or secondary closure.

Based on our experience, iNPWT possesses the principles promoting wound healing and decisively fulfill the conception of TIME management. All individual components of TIME strategy are found in iNPWT providing “all in one” conception. Such management is easy to apply, monitor and it is well-tolerated by patients. Based on the current studies, iNPWT is found to be an important alternative for other methods of wound healing with an increased number of publications confirming its high efficiency. It is believed that iNPWT will evolve and gain popularity as an innovative treatment for TIME conception.
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